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Forest stands were studied to determine if old-growth
forest structure could be mimicked inyounger stands via
overstory manipulation. Cover and species compositionof
understory plants were systematically sampled in sixteen
thinned second-growth stands and sixteen adjacentunthinned
second-growth Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirabel)
Franco.) stands. The stands were thinned twenty-four to
thirteen years ago. These were compared toseven nearby old-
growth stands. Thinned and unthinned stands had matching
elevations, aspect, and soils, yet differed primarily in
management treatment. Leaf area indices were determined for
these stands.
Thinned stands differed from the old-growth and
unthinned stands in having significantly highercover values
and species numbers, apparently resulting from increased
light to the forest floor and a greater variety of
microhabitats created by thinning. Young unthinned and old-
growth stands were comparable in terms of cover and
richness, but differed in species composition. Diversity
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Introduction
Recent concerns in the management of old-growthforests
and mandates to protect threatened and endangeredspecies
have led to changes in traditional silviculturalmethods
(Swanson and Franklin, 1992). Protection of threatenedand
endangered species has created the necessityto manage
second-growth forests to mimic old-growth characteristics
(FEMAT, 1993). As forest management practices change,new
concerns arise, yet the demand for wood products has not
diminished. Concerns for retaining diversity ofplant and
animal species, restoring fishruns, managing for multiple
use, protection of sites for water quality, prevention of
erosion, maintaining long-term forest productivity,and
retaining species that require old-growth foresthabitat may
require different silvicultural systems than thosecurrently
used (Swanson and Franklin, 1992).
Thinning (partial removal of the overstory) is being
examined as a tool to develop old-growth characteristicsin
younger stands. Desired forest stand characteristics
include: large overstory trees, multi-storied stand
structure, a range of tree ages and sizes, large standing
snags, large down woody debris, a diverse understory with
many species and a variety of available habitats for
wildlife species (Spies and Franklin, 1991). Whilemany of2
these conditions are age dependent, foresters are examining
which of these characteristics could be mimicked inyoung
forests to meet the needs of late-successional species.
This study was part of a larger study done by the
National Biological Service that sought to address which
old-growth stand characteristics can be created inyounger
stands via management practices. The primary question asked
in this portion of the study was "Does manipulation of the
overstory in younger stands alter understory plant
communities to resemble that of old-growth stands?" The
primary objective was to evaluate similarities in the
understory vegetation of thinned, unthinned and old-growth
stands. The study compared species richness, abundance,
diversity and patterns of understory community composition
between thinned, unthinned and old-growth stands in the same
watershed to determine if thinned stands more resembled old-
growth stands or unthinned stands. The young stands compared
were once part of the same stand and have been
differentiated into two stands by thinning. Stands were
thinned twelve to twenty-four years ago.This research
would hopefully provide information to forest managers that
would enable them to adapt management practices of younger
stands to provide suitable habitat for plants, animals, and
other organisms that require older forests while still being
able to produce wood and other forest products.3
Literature review
In the forests of the Pacific Northwest, much of the
biological diversity and species richness has been shown to
reside within the understory vegetation (Kimmins, 1987). The
overstory contains only a few species, while understory
species of herbs, shrubs, bryophytes and fungi number in the
hundreds (Alaback and Herman, 1988).Much of the ecosystem
diversity of forests comes from understory plants providing
spatial heterogeneity across canopy gaps and closures
(Alaback & Herman, 1988; Alaback, 1984; Tappeiner & Alm,
1975). Competition by understory vegetation affects the
overstory's stages of stand development and ultimately
forest succession (Kimmins, 1987).
The understory is a dynamic component of the forest,
the diversity of species present making it able to respond
to environmental change much faster than the overstory
(Perry 1994, Kimmins 1987). Many understory species have
life cycles adapted to the successional changes of the
forest (Alaback 1984). The same species are able to maintain
viable populations in more stable, older stands (Zamora
1982).
Spies (1991) characterized differences in understory
vascular plant diversity and species abundance among young
(30 to 80 years old), mature (80 to 195 years old) and old-4
growth Douglas fir forests in western Oregon. He showed that
only in the Coast Range did species diversity significantly
differ among the three age classes. Long and Turner (1975)
saw that the increase in diversity resulted from increased
number of species and decreased dominance among species
within the community.
Spies and Franklin (1991) showed that as stands aged,
understory herb and deciduous shrub cover increased, as did
the number of shade tolerant saplings and richness. Other
studies have found that richness (species number) was
frequently highest in very early successional stages before
canopy closure occurred, intermediate in mature and old-
growth forests and lowest in young, closed canopy forests
(Franklin and Spies 1991, Long & Turner 1975, MacLean and
Wein 1977, Henderson 1982, Smith 1981, Alaback and Herman
1988). The high number of plant species in early
successional stands was due to the high number of forest
species that survived through disturbance and the addition
of exotics and early seral species on the disturbed sites
(Franklin and Spies 1991, Halpern 1988). Canopy closure in
young stands appeared to limit habitats and environmental
resources available to plant species, reducing species
diversity (Long and Turner 1975, Witler 1975, Alaback and
Herman 1988).
Past studies have shown that understory vegetation
cover or biomass increased as overstory cover decreased.
Alaback and Herman (1988) studied long-term response of two5
forest types to thinning in the Coast Range. Initially,no
significant difference was seen in vascular plantsbetween
forest types or between thinned and unthinned sites.
Seventeen years after thinning, differences in understory
composition emerged and effects of thinning could beseen in
increased mean percent cover. However, variability in
percent cover of the understory increased with the amount of
volume removed, making this measure of the treatment
response statistically nonsignificant. Richness and
diversity of vascular plant species increasedas stand
density decreased. Witler (1975) saw significant effects
only at light or extreme levels of thinning. Moderate levels
of thinning did not produce a significantresponse.
Understory succession was not altered by thinning, but the
duration of the shrub stage was longer while the depauperate
understory stage was reduced (Alaback 1982, MacLean and Wein
1977, Witler 1975). In comparing the plant communities of
second-growth managed and old-growth Grand Fir (Abies
grandis (Dougl.) Forbes) stands in the Swan Valley of
Montana, old-growth forests had fewer vascular plant species
than thinned stands, yet had higher diversityacross the
landscape and within each stand (Lesica et al 1991).
Responses to thinning were affected by the same
factors that determine secondary understory succession: the
type and severity of disturbance, the vegetation community
present on the site at the time of disturbance, the
disturbance history of the site, availability of propagules,6
and environmental characteristics of the site. The
vegetation community present at the time of thinning played
an important part in determining the ensuing plant community
(Zamora, 1982; Grime, 1979; Egler, 1954; Carleton et al.,
1985).Halpern (1988) believed that the landscape level of
stability in Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirbel)
Franco) communities resided in the ability of the dominant
shrub and herb species to resprout after disturbance. Shrubs
responded rapidly to the disturbance, gained dominance of a
site (Tappeiner and Zasada,1993; Huffman, 1992). For
example, clones of salal (Gaultheria shallon Pursh) expanded
by up to 23% annually following thinning, creating dense
patches which excluded herbaceous plants and tree seedlings
(Huffman 1992, Tappeiner and Zasada 1993). Work by Henderson
(1981) across a broad area of western Washington and a
variety of stand ages indicated that most of the changes in
understory vegetation occurred in the first 50 years after a
major disturbance and that dominant species established at
an early stage in the sere.
Environment also appeared to be a determining factor in
understory composition. Moisture has been showed to be
strongly correlated with changes in understory vegetation
(McCune and Antos 1981, Spies and Franklin 1991, Riegel and
Miller 1992). In the Oregon Cascade Mountains, vascular
plant diversity increased and dominance decreased as
temperatures became more extreme and/or available moisture
decreased (Zobel et al., 1976). Gagnon and Bradfield (1986)7
correlated environmental variables to the herb and shrub
layer in Douglas fir forests and found that the shrub layer
correlated with topographic position and precipitation, the
herb layer with elevation and topographic position (which
was related to available soil moisture). The herb and shrub
layer were correlated to one another and very similar in
their response to precipitation. Available moisture was also
a major determinate of understory composition in both pre-
and post-disturbance forest stands in the long-term
successional study done by Halpern (1988).8
Material and Method
Soil, vegetation and climate
Study sites, were located across two physiographic
provinces of western Oregon: the Oregon Cascade Range and
the northern half of the Coast Range (Franklin and Dryness,
1973). These provinces have steep slopes and deeply
dissected terrain. Soils have been derived from early
Tertiary sedimentary rocks in the Coast Range, Tertiary
basalt and andesite parent material in the Cascades. The
climate has been characterized as dry in the summer and wet
in the winter, when the majority of the precipitation falls.
Precipitation has averaged from 96 centimeters on the
eastern slopes of the Coast Range and the southern Oregon
Cascades to 305 centimeters in the Coast Range. As the study
area was at lower elevations, 360 to 730 meters,
precipitation was primarily in the form of rain (U.S.Weather
Service). Temperatures tend to be mild with January lows of
-2° to 0° C and July highs of 27° to 32° C.
The study area was limited to the Western Hemlock
vegetation zone (Franklin and Dryness 1973). In this zone,
Western Hemlock (Tsuga heterophylla (Raf.) Sarg.) has been
considered to be the climax species, however on dry sites
Douglas fir may actually be the climax (Spies & Franklin
1991).9
Legend: x adjacent thinnedand unthinned stands
o old-growth stand
rit adjacent old-growth, thinned andunthinned stands
Figure 1. Location of thestudy sites in the CoastRange and
Cascade Mountains of Oregon.Watershed map after
Franklin and Dyrness 1973.10
Young stands in this study were all "second-growth",
having originated after clearcutting. Old-growth stands
originated after catastrophic wildfires,as have most of the
Douglas fir stands in this region (Franklin and Hemstrom,
1981).
Stand selection
Thirty-nine stands were selected from the Eugene and
Salem BLM districts, in the Coast Range and Cascade
Mountains of Oregon. These stands representedseven old-
growth, and sixteen thinned and sixteen unthinned stands.
Young thinned and unthinned stands were selected for side by
side comparison and were as identicalas possible in slope,
aspect and topography, and were probably once part of the
same stand.
For comparison, thinned and unthinned pairs occurred
where there was an old-growth stand of similar site
characteristics nearby. The thinned and unthinned pairs
chosen range in age from 50 to 120 years old. The thinning
was done 1971 to 1983. The old growth stands were located in
the same watershed and as near as possible to the pairs(see
Table 1 for locations). Due to the lack of available old
growth stands for comparison, frequently the old growth
stands were a distance away (but all are less than 17
kilometers away). In four instances, an old-growth standwas
not available for each thinned and unthinned pair.One old-11
growth stand was compared with several nearbysecond-growth
pairs. For purposes of identification, modellingand
analysis, each old-growth stand withone pair or several
thinned/unthinned pairs was calleda region. The maximum
number of pairs compared to one old-growthwas four, the
minimum one. The different treatment of thestands, i.e.
thinned, unthinned and old-growthare known as types.
Vegetation succession can be studied via two
general methods. The first is to study through timean area,
utilizing before and after treatment data. Thistechnique is
very reliable and shows community change.Its disadvantage is
that results take many years to complete. The secondaproach
compares adjacent sites (physically separate places), with
the assumption that the two communities observedwere
identical (or nearly so) to start with. Observeddifferences
between communities are assigned to treatment effects.The
advantage of this type of study is resultsare quickly
obtained. Its disadvantage is that the sitesmay respresent
different geographic areas that are not subjectto the same
environmental influences. Ideally, pre-treatment data from
both communities are collected, ensuring that theyare very
similar (Mueller-Dumbois and Ellenburg, 1974; Malaysi,
1977).Table 1.List of sites and acronyms
AcronymSite name Location District
COAST RANGE
Elev.(M)AspectAgeYear
thinned
TO1 Beaver-T 13s-6w-19 Salem 615 NE 50 1971
UO2 Beaver-U 13s-6w-19 Salem 615 NE 50
T13 Sand Cr-T 8s-7w-31 Salem 460 S&W 70 1971
U14 Sand Cr-U 8s-7w-31 Salem 460 S&W 70
051 Giants-OG 8s-7w-31 Salem 340 S&W 200+
T15 Bear Cr-T 3s-7w-17 Salem 490 SE 100 1972
U16 Bear Cr-U 3s-7w-17 Salem 490 SE 100 1972
053 Bear Cr-OG 3s-7w-17 Salem 490 SE 200+
T17 Bald-T 3s-6w-17/18 Salem 680 SW 70 1976
U18 Bald-U 3s-6w-17/18 Salem 680 SW 70
T33 DLine-T 18s-7w-25 Eugene 460 SW 60 1972
U34 DLine-U 18s-7w-25 Eugene 460 SW 60
057 DLine-OG 18s-7w-25 Eugene 460 SW 60
T35 Gnome-T 16s-8w-1 Eugene 490 SE 60 1983
U36 Gnome-U 16s-8w-1 Eugene 490 SE 60
054 Big Iron-OG15s-7w-29/3/11Eugene 310 SW 200+
CASCADES
TO5 Horse Cr-T 7s-3e-21 Salem 620 NW 110 1971
U06 Horse Cr-U 7s-3e-21 Salem 620 NW 110
T07 Rooster-T 7s-3e-21 Salem 400 SW 110 1971
U08 Rooster-U 7s-3e-21 Salem 400 SW 110
T09 Fawn Cr-T 8s-4e-31 Salem 550 E 120 1972
U10 Fawn Cr-U 8s-3e-25 Salem 550 E 120
T11 Meyer Cr-T 8s-3e-35 Salem 550 HILLTOP120 1970
U12 Meyer Cr-U 8s-3e-35 Salem 550 W 120
052 Copper Cr-OG17s-3e-35 Salem 680 E 200+Table 1 continued
T21 Perkinsl-T 21s-2w-27 Eugene 620 NE 60 1981
U22 Perkinsl-U 21s-2w-27 Eugene 620 NE 60
T23 Perkins2-T 21s-2w-27 Eugene 460 SE 60 1981
U24 Perkins2-U 21s-2w-27 Eugene 460 SE 60
055 Blue Mtn-OG21S-2W-33 Eugene 460 SE 200+
T25 Wildwood-T 21s-lw-33 Eugene 460 SE 65 1981
U26 Wildwood-U 21s-lw-33 Eugene 460 SE 65
T27 BigRiver-T 23s-2w-18 Eugene 490 NE 70 1977
U28 BigRiver-U 23s-2w-18 Eugene 490 NE 70
T37 Marten-T 17s-3e-6 Eugene 680 NE 70 1981
U38 Marten-U 17s-3e-6 Eugene 680 NE 70
T39 Eagle-T 20s-lw-1 Eugene 680 E 90 1974
U40 Eagle-U 20s -1w -1 Eugene 680 E 90
058 Eagle-OG 20s-lw-1 Eugene 680 E 200+
The letters following the nametell whetherthestand isthinned(T),
unthinnned (U) or old-growth (OG).
Stand acronyms: T=thinned, U=unthinned, 0=old-growth.
Thinned stands are always odd numbers.
Unthinned stands are always even numbers.
Old-growth stands numbers always start with 5.14
Field sampling
Field sampling occurred between lateJune and late
September 1994. Stands in the same regionwere sampled
within days of one another to reduce differencesin species
composition due to time of year. Within each stand,eight to
ten plots were located along a compass bearing thatkept the
plots within the middle of the stands toprevent "edge
effects" from influencing the measurements. Plotswere
spaced evenly across the stand (generally 60meters apart),
distance between the plots was determined by pacing.
At each plot, a 30 meter
EP reference line was established
through the center of the
plot, then a 30m sampling line
was established perpendicular
to the reference line. At the
plot center, four adjacent
meter square quadrats were
measured. Two additional
Figure 2. Layout of Plot adjacent meter square quadrats
were measured at the two ends
of the reference line and the sampling line.A total of
twelve meter square quadrats were measuredat each plot.
(Lesica et al., 1991; adapted by J.Baileypers. comm. to fit
the ORGANON program; Hester, Hann & Larsen, 1989). Themeter15
square quadrats were delinated with a wooden meter square
plot frame.
Percent cover of understory vascular plants were
determined by visual estimate, for each species withinthe
quadrat (Mueller-Dumbois & Ellenburg, 1974). Coverwas
recorded in ten percent classes (0- 1% 1-10%, 11-20%, 21-
30%, 31-40%, 41-50%, 51-60%, 61-70%, 71-80%, 81-90% and 91-
100%). In cases where leaves overlapped, the area of overlap
was estimated and split between the two species. Coverwas
expressed as a percent of the total area of the quadrats and
does not add to more than one hundred percent. Nomenclature
of the vascular plants follows Hitchcock and Cronquist
(1973). Frequency was measured as the percentage of plots in
a stand that a species occurred in.
Assessment of leaf area was determined for each stand
utilizing a pair of LICOR 2000 plant canopy analyzers
(LICOR, Inc. Lincoln, Nebraska). One analyzer was set up in
a nearby clearcut and measured open sky radiation. The
analyzer used in the stands was hand held. Measurements were
taken at the center of each plot at the top of each layer of
plants. These measurements were done within two hours of
solar noon. Data from the two machines were merged by
nearest time interval, calculating the percent light
interception by each layer (Alaback & Tappeiner, 1991). A
leaf area index (LAI) was then calculated from the light
interception data. LAI equals the total leaf area (one
surface only) per unit ground area (Barbour, Burk & Pitts,16
1980). Three measurements were taken at each plot, at the
top of each of three layers: abL e the tall shrub layer,
short shrub layer, and herb layer. The height of each layer
measured was recorded.Data Analysis
Cover and frequency
17
Understory plant species were divided into three strata
or functional layers, for analysis of cover and comparison
of composition. Plants were recorded in the layers basedon
height. Shrubs were vascular plants 50 cm to 200 cm in
height, this included tall ferns such as Polystichum munitum
(Kaulf. Presl and Pteridum aqualinum (L,) Kuhn, as these
species exerted their influence on the community with this
layer. Herbs included all vascular plants, up to 50 cm.
Measured as part of the herb layer were a few fern species
and low growing woody-stemmed plant species that were
normally less than 50 cm in height, such as Symphorocarpos
mollis (see species list, appendix Table A2 for which
species were categorized into the different layers) (MacLean
& Wein, 1977; McCune & Antos, 1981). A species rarely
occupied more than one layer, as these layers were generally
distinct. An individual plant could only occupy one layer.
If portions of a plant appeared in several layers, it was
looked at carefully and recorded in the layer where it had
the most influence, however this rarely occurred. Cover for
ach layer could total one hundred percent. Actual height of
each layer was measured.Stands were searched between plots
for species not occurring the plots (five species were18
found). From this data, diversity indices, abundance and
richness were calculated. Abundance was expressedas the
mean percent cover of each species on each plot. Frequency
or occurrence of species was calculated as the percent of
occurrence in the plots in each stand. Richness was defined
as the number of species present.
Measurement of diversity
To compare diversity among the stands, the Shannon
Diversity Index was calculated. This index provides both
diversity, evenness and richness values (Magurran, 1988;
Ludwig & Reynolds, 1988). As the Shannon index was
calculated for a number of samples, the indices will be
normally distributed allowing the use of analysis of
variance to compare sets of samples (Taylor, 1978 in
Magurran, 1988).The formula used for calculating the
Shannon Diversity Index was:
H'= E pi In p,
The quantity p, is the proportion of individuals found
in the ith species (Magurran, 1988), based on occurrence or
frequency values in each plot or type of stand.
Evenness (J') was calculated using species richness(S)
and species diversity (H'), using the formula:
J'=H'/1n S
The quantity S is the number of species present in each
type of stand.19
In an effort to overcome the inherent bias and compare
diversity at the community level (between types), a second
calculation treated each type as a sample and calculated
indices for each layer. This had the advantage of using the
total number of species in each type of stand rather than
the mean number of species in each plot. Indices calculated
on each type as a sample were each compared to one another
using Student's t-tests (Magurran, 1988). The t-test used
this way, had a low power to detect differences, therefore,
only large differences were significant (Lesica et al.,
1991).
The test for significant differences utilized the formula:
t =
(var H'i +var H',)
112
where H'1 is the diversity of type 1 and var H'1its
respective variance.
Statistical comparisons
A General Linear Models procedure (SAS Institute
1988) was used for ANOVA to test for differences in mean
cover of the herb layer, mean cover of the shrub layer,
richness, distribution of the values of Shannon Diversity
Indices (diversity and evenness) between thinned, unthinned
and old-growth stands. The design used for testing the model
was an unbalanced, incomplete block which compared regions,
areas within a region and type (unthinned, thinned or old-20
growth). The model included the interactions of region*type
and area*type(region). Region was definedas unthinned and
thinned pairs with the nearby old-growth. Several thinned
and unthinned pairs were compared withone old-growth stand.
Area was defined as the adjacent thinned and unthinned
pairs, which were then compared to the nearby old-growth
stand. Type indicated whether the standwas old-growth,
thinned or unthinned.
The model used was:
MEAN {shrub cover } =Bo+ Blregion+ B2area(region)+ B3type+
B4region*type+ B5area*type(region).
The regional comparison was done to reduce the between-
stand variation, clarifying the treatment effects andto
compare thinned and unthinned stands only to nearby old-
growth. This prevented an old-growth from the CoastRange
being compared to a thinned stand form the Cascades.By
doing this, the differences detectedwere treatment effects
and not differences caused by geographical distribution of
plant species. The area comparsion kept adjacent thinned and
unthinned together to detect treatment effects, thisway an
unthinned stand one geographical area was not comparedto a
thinned stand from another geographicalarea.
The same model was used to test for differences between
shrub and herb frequency (number of timesa species was
encountered in a stand) and the diversity indices. A
Fisher's Protected Least Significant Differencewas used to21
test differences among the mean values using an alpha level
of 0.05. Only significant differences are reported in the
text.
Ordination
The program CANONCO was used to perform a Detrended
Canonical Correspondence Analysis, to explore patterns in
the untransformed species/sample data from the species by
sample matrix. Canonical correspondence analysis is a
multivariate technique which correlates the major variation
between two sets of variables (in this case, species and
environment or stand characteristics) pertaining to a common
sample (Gagnon & Bradfield, 1986). CANONCO is an expanded
version of DECORANA (Ter Baak, 1991). Two ordinations were
performed, the first used presence\absence (frequency) data
based on the entire species data set. The second used cover
data only using the species that had more than a trace cover
value throughout the entire data set (clearer patterns
emerged). Two primary axes (DCA 1 and DCA 2) were
identified, and two arrays (one of species and one of
samples) were plotted against these axes to depict patterns
in two dimensional space.
Environmental variables and stand characteristics were
correlated to the axes to determine any gradients present in
the data. Although LAI levels were the only environmental
data collected at each site, weather data from nearby U.S.22
Weather service remote weather stationswas used to
correlate with the axes.
The detrended canonical correspondence analysis(DCCA)
method used on this data isa form of indirect gradient
analysis. The DCCA method used extracts from thespecies
data the dominant pattern of variation in community
composition and relates this pattern to environmental
variables as a way of explaining the variationand patterns
in the data. If the measured variablescorrelate strongly to
the ordination axes, they can provide sufficientinformation
on the variation to be used in explaining the trends inthe
variation. Even if the variables do notcorrelate strongly
to the axes, they may still provide enough informationto
account for a substantial portion of the variation(Ter
Braak, 1986). In a natural system where much ofthe
variation results from interactions of organismsand their
environment this can provide important insightsinto what
"drives" an ecosystem (Perry 1994, Carleton1984). Indirect
gradient analysis has the advantage of allowinglarge
numbers of species to be analyzed to getan overview of how
the composition of a community varies with itsenvironment
(Ter Braak 1986). The advantage of this techniqueover
detrended correspondence analysis (DECORANA) (Hill,1979) is
that the correlations with the environmental variableare
clearer and stronger.
In gradient analysis the eigenvalues tell how longa
gradient is. The maximum value of a gradient isone, the23
minimum zero, the higher theeigenvalue, the longera
gradient is in the data, givingit higher correlation
values. In ecological data, correlationvalues of higher
than 28% (.28) are significant.
The shrub and herb layer frequencydata were ordinated
separately with theprogram DECORANA (Hill, 1979). A
comparsion of the results of theordinations from CANOCO and
DECORANA did not appear to differsignificantly for this
data set. The program STATGRAPHICS(Statgraphics, 1992)was
used to generate the correlationsbetween the axes and the
environmental data.24
Results
Species frequency and composition
The total number of species encountered insampling
across all the stands was 141 (111 herb species and 30shrub
species). Thinned stands had the highest totalnumber of
species present (across all the sites) with103 herb species
and 29 shrub species. Unthinned stands hada total of 86
herb species and 27 shrub species. Old-growthstands had the
lowest total number of species with 70 herbspecies and 25
shrub species.
Eighty-nine species (62% of the total numberof
species) occurred in all three stand types. Onlythree
species were occurd only in old-growth stands(2%), four
species occurred only in unthinned stands (3%)and sixteen
species (11%) were occurred only in thinnedstands (see
Table 4 for list of species). Twenty species(15%) were
found only in the unthinned and thinned. Four specieswere
found only in the old-growth and thinned stands (3%). Five
species were found only in the old-growth andunthinned
stands (4%). (See Table 5 for list of species).
Few exotic (non-native) species were present inany of
the stands. Exotic species are definedas species beleived
to have not occurred in western Oregon prior to European
settlement(based on Hitchcock and Chronquist, 1973). Of the
nineteen species that occurred only in thinned stands, three25
species were exotics (SeeTable 6), none of the speciesthat
occurred only in old-growthor unthinned stands were
exotics. Only nine exoticspecies were present in thetotal
species list of the thinnedstands, seven in old growth and
six in the unthinned stands(see Appendix Al for the total
species list).
Only one of the three specieslimited to old-growthwas
considered an old-growth associate(Thomas 1993). Old-growth
associates are defined was speciesoccurring more frequently
in stands older than 250years. Two of the species limited
to thinned stands were consideredto be old-growth
associates (See Table 4). None ofthe species limited to
unthinned stands were old-growthassociates. In the total
species list, twenty-two old-growthassociates occurred in
the old-growth stands, twenty-sevenin the thinned stands
and twenty-five in unthinnnedstands. Seven of the species
considered to be old-growth associatesoccured most
frequently in old-growth stands.Fourteen old-growth
associate species occured mostfrequently in thinned stands.
Three old-growth associate speciesoccured most frequently
in unthinned stands. (See Table6 for the list of species).Table 2. Species unique to each type
old-growth thinned unthinned
1 Equisetum telmateia Alnus rubra Oenanthe sarmentosa
2 Lonicera hispiula Crategus douglasii Scripus sp.
3 Vaccinum membranaceum* Ribes bracteosum Loniceria ciliosa
4 Ribes sanguinum Cirsium arvense +
5 Thermopsis montana
6 Veratrum sp.
7 Viola glabella *
8 Rhubus lacinata+
9 Rhubus leucodermis+
10 Senecio triangularis
11 Elymus glauca
12 Epiobium angustifolium
13 Holcus sp.+
14 Listeria cordata
15 Anaphalis margaritcea
16 Chrysanthemum leucanthemum+
* = Old-growth associate
+ = exotic (not native to western Oregon)Table 3.Species shared by types
Old-growth and
thinned
1 Dryopteris sp.
2 Senecio jacobea+
3 Collorhiza heterophylla
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
Unthinned and
thinned
Berberis aguifolium
Gymnocarpium dryopteris
Rhododenron occidentalis
Symphoricarpos mollis
Lysichitum americanum
Mitella ovatum
Pyrola picta *
Scripus acutus
Cystis scoparius +
Eburophyton austinae
Epilobium minitum
Luzula parviflorus
Aralia californica
Arenaria macrophylla
Cardamine angulata
Coptis lacinata
Collorhiza maculata
Prunus emarginata
Lupinus sp.
Luzula sp.
*= Old-growth associate
+ = exotic (not native to western Oregon)
Unthinned and
Old-growth
Cornus nuttallii
Corylus cornuta
Sonchus o1eracusf
Vicia americana
Urtica diotica+Table 4. Old-growth associates occurence by stand type.
Old-growth
1 Vaccinum membranaceum
2 Actea rubra
3 Hemitomes congestum
4 Pleurocospora fimbriolata
5 Smilicina racemosa
6 Trillum ovata
7 Tiarella trifoliata
8
9
10
11
12
13
thinned
Vaccinum parvifolium
Adenocaulan bicolor
Anemone deltoidea
Asarum caudatum
Chimaphila menziesii
Coptis lacinata
Linnea borealis
Listeria cordata
Oxalis oregana
Streptopus amplexofolius
Vancouveria hexandra
Viola glaubella
Whipplea modesta
unthinned
Adiantum pedatum
Goodyeara oblongifolia
Vicia americana29
Richness, diversity and evenness
Mean number of species averaged 38 species across the
plots in the thinned stands, and 31 in both the old-growth
and unthinned stands. This difference was statistically
significant (p-value <0.05). Old-growth and unthinned stands
had the same mean number of species.
Shrub cover was highest in the thinned stands and
lowest in the old-growth stands. Unthinned had intermediate
values of shrub cover. No regional differences were seen in
shrub cover. Herb cover, the diversity indices, and evenness
showed no significant difference between stand types.Table 5. Mean species richness, shrub cover, herbcover, evenness, and Shannon diversity
index by stand type.
Species richness
old growth
n=7 (sd)
31a(6.6)
unthinned
n=16 (sd)
31a (7.21)
thinned
n=16 (sd)
38b (6.55)
shrub cover 36.71a(19.08) 43.58a(23.480 56.22b(21.84)
herb cover 14.81a(23.57) 22.57a(21.78) 27.37a(19.78)
Shannon index
(derived from
frequency values)
evenness (J')
2.99a
0.04a
(0.196) 2.95a
0.03a
(0.285) 2.81a
0.03a
(0.323)
Shannon index
(herb frequency only)
1.73a(0.177) 1.59a(0.138) 2.29b(0.086)
Shannon index
(shrub frequency only)
1.65a(0.039) 1.57a(0.022) 1.42a(0.026)
a indicates no significant difference (p-value >0.05)
b indicates significant difference (p-value <0.05)
(standard deviation)31
Detrended correspondence analysis(DCA)
Detrended canonical correspondence analysis(DCA) of
the species/sample data basedon the occurrence (frequency)
data of the entire data set (shrub and herblayer combined
into one ordination) produced clearpatterns of sample
distribution on two principalaxes (Figure 3). The
eigenvalue of the first axis was 0.512 and theeigenvalue of
the second was 0.287. The array of the unthinnedand thinned
samples overlapped, which indicated that thetwo types had
similar species composition. The old-growthoccupied a
separate portion of the array, which indicated that ithad
little in common with the younger stands.
One unthinned stand Big River Unthinned (U28)ordinated
with the old-growth in the array, this stand differedfrom
the other unthinned stands in that it hada few old-growth
trees left from the previous rotation. Threeyoung stands
(T25,U26 and T27) did not ordinate with therest of the
unthinned and thinned stands. These stands alloccurred at
the southern end of the sampling area, in the foothillsof
the Calapooyia mountains. Other stands nearby(T21,T23,U22,
and U24) ordinated with the rest of the thinnedand
unthinned stands. The names and locations correspondingto
the samples acronyms are listed in Table 1. The fullnames
corresponding to the species acronyms are listed in Table
10.32
Axis 1 of the ordiantion basedon occurence (frequency)
values of the entire data set (labeledDCA 1 on figure 3)
was most correlated to the canopy LAI values (-0.62), (the
amount of light that penetrated the treecanopy and reached
the upper shrub layer). The scoreson DCA 1 were also
correlated to the small shrub LAI (0.400), the amount of
vegetation arranged in the small shrub layer above the herb
layer and the total LAI (-0.50), total amount of vegetation
(the inverse of light which reached the forest floor).The
correlations to axis are all LAI values. Scoreson DCA axis
two (DCA 2) were negatively correlated to standage (-0.62).
There were correlations of the weather dataon this axis,
mean annual rainfall (0.46), maximum mean January
temperature (-0.43), maximum mean July temperature (0.35)
and minimum January temperature (0.29). The second axiswas
primarily affected by the age of the stand and secondarily
by the climate of the stand.
Detrended canonical correspondence analysis based
on the cover values of the species data produced overlapping
patterns of the three types on the two principal axes
(figure 4). The eigenvalue of the first axiswas 0.485 and
the eigenvalue of the second was 0.319. The first axis
showed very weak correlations (-0.28) to the small shrub
layer LAI (LAI values of the light that reached the herb
layer) and maximum January temperature (0.30), which implied
that variables other than those measured correspond to this
axis. The second axis showed stronger correlations to all33
the environmental variables (rain, maximum July temperature,
minimum July temperature, maximum January temperature,
minimum January temperature) and weak correlation of the LAI
of the canopy. Thinned stand T25 and unthinned stand U28
again ordinated separately from the rest of the thinned and
unthinned stands.
The analysis on the shrub layer (figure 5) only showed
a pattern in the array very similar to the pattern of the
array of the frequency values for the entire data set
(figure 3). The first axis (eigenvalue = 0.633) shows only
weak correlations to aspect (0.26) and minimum July
temperatures (0.1986). The second axis of the shrub layer
(eigenvalue=.235) correlated more strongly to the LAI
measurements (canopy LAI;-0.5365, tall shrub LAI;-0.3586,
small shrub LAI;0.2417 and total LAI;-0.7357), andage of
stand (-0.3262). Annual rainfall (0.4059), minimum July
temperature (-0.6061) andminimum January temperature
(-0.3975) also showed negative and positive correlations to
the second axis. The graph of the samples (figure 5) of this
ordination showed that the old-growth stands were clustered
together, apart from the thinned and unthinned stands. As in
frequency ordination of the entire data set, Big River
unthinned (U28) ordinated with the old-growth, as it
contained some large old growth trees left from the previous
rotation. One of the southern stands thinned stands (T21)
ordinated into a separate portion of the array, away from34
the rest of the thinned and unthinned stands. Thecause of
this separation was not apparent from thedata.
The ordination of the herb layer showedan small area
of overlap between the three types. Therewere also areas of
separation between the types, especially with theold-growth
stands (see figure 6). The first axis of the herb layer
(eigenvalue = 0.513) had only one significant correlation,
to the aspect of the stands (-0.4163). The second axis
(eigenvalue = 0.214) had no significant correlationsto any
of the stand characteristics or environmental factorsthat
were measured. Here as in the ordination based oncover,
three southern stands (T27, U28 and T25)occupy a different
portion of the array from the rest of the thinned and
unthinned stands. Old-growth stands 055 and 052 could easily
be separated into another polygon on thearray. Stand 051
differs from the other old-growth stands by being locatedin
an area of very high rainfall (120 inches annual average)
Stands 055 and 052 differ in having lowcover values for
oxalis.35
Figure 3. Ordination of stands based onoccurrence
(frequency) data of the entire data set. Samples plotted in
relationship to their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2. Three
letter sample acronyms are used to show sample positions.
(see table 1 for the sites corresponding to the sample
codes).2 . 5
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Table 6. Correlation Matix for DCCA scores,
calculated from species cover values.
axis 1 axis 2
DCA axis 1 1.0000
DCA axis 2 -0.4508 1.0000
elevation 0.0949 -0.0378
aspect 0.0786 -0.1097
stand age 0.0913 -0.3265
canopy LAI 0.1662 -0.1969
tall shrub LAI 0.1977 -0.0968
small shrub LAI -0.2889 0.5471
total LAI 0.1808 0.0818
annual rainfall 0.0958 -0.5036
maximum July temperature -0.1133 0.4754
minimun July temperature 0.1425 0.3759
maximum January temperature -0.1086 -0.2429
minimum January temperature 0.3004 0.314138
Figure 4. Ordination of stand basedon cover (abundance)
data of the entire set. Samples plotted inrelationship to
their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2. Threeletter sample
acronyms are used to show sample positions. (see Appendix
table 1 for the sites correspondingto the sample codes).2.5
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Table 7. Correlation Matix for DCCAscores.
calculated from species frequency
values.
axis 1 axis 2
DCA axis 1 1.0000
DCA axis 2 -0.00027 1.0000
elevation 0.2022 -0.0478
aspect -0.0740 -0.2033
stand age -0.3503 -0.6233
canopy LAI -0.6240 -0.0817
tall shrub LAI -0.2754 -0.1335
small shrub LAI 0.4037 0.2477
total LAI -0.5026 0.0004
annual rainfall -0.3525 -0.4618
maximum July temperature -0.1983 0.3544
minimun July temperature 0.1615 0.1866
maximum January temperature -0.3342 -0.4356
minimum January temperature -0.3439 0.299341
Figure 5. Ordination of stands based on occurrence
(frequency) of the shrub layer data only. Samples plotted in
relationship to their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2. Three
letter sample acronyms are used to show sample positions.
(see table 1 for the sites corresponding to the sample
codes).350
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Table 8. Correlation Matix forDCA scores,
calculated from species frequencyvalues of the
shrub layer.
axis 1 axis 2
DCA axis 1 1.000
DCA axis 2 -0.0602 1.000
elevation 0.1712 0.0025
aspect 0.2600 0.1908
stand age -0.1020 -0.3262
canopy LAI -0.1051 -0.5365
tall shrub LAI 0.0891 -0.3586
small shrub LAI 0.0070 0.2417
total LAI -0.0618 -0.7357
annual rainfall 0.0350 0.4059
maximum July temperature 0.0909 -0.2268
minimun July temperature 0.1986 -0.6061
maximum January temperature 0.1390 -0.0843
minimum January temperature -0.0977 -0.397544
Figure 6. Ordination of stnads based on occurrence
(frequency) of the herb layer data only. Samples plotted in
relationship to their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2. Three
letter sample acronyms are used to show sample positions.
(see table 1 for the sites corresponding to the sample
codes).250
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Table 9. Correlation Matix for DCAscores,
calculated from species frequency valuesof the
herb layer.
axis 1 axis 2
DCA axis 1 1.000
DCA axis 2 0.0129 1.000
elevation 0.0244 -0.1718
aspect -0.4163 0.0789
stand age -0.0730 0.1764
canopy LAI -0.0285 -0.1805
tall shrub LAI -0.0009 -0.0065
small shrub LAI 0.1132 0.0071
total LAI 0.0109 -0.2357
annual rainfall -0.2623 0.1473
maximum July temperature 0.0734 0.0344
minimun July temperature 0.0162 -0.0119
maximum January temperature -0.0487 -0.0063
minimum January temperature 0.1524 -0.1474Table 10.
Acronym
SHRUBS
ACCI
ACMA
ADPE
Species acronyms, latin names,common names and orgin
Latin Name Common Name
Acer circinatum Pursh VINE MAPLE
Acer macrophyllum Pursh BIG LEAF MAPLE
Adiantum pedatum L. MAIDEN HAIR FERN
Orgin
native
native
o-g assoc
ALRU Alnus rubra Bong. RED ALDER native
AMAL Amelanchier alnifolia Nutt. SERVICEBERRY native
ATFE Athyrium filix-femma (L.) Roth. LADY FERN native
BENE Berberis nervosa Pursh OREGON GRAPE native
BEAQ Berberis aquifolium Pursh TALL OREGON GRAPE native
BLSP Blechnum spicant (L.) Roth. DERRFERN native
CACH Castanopsis chrysophylla (Dougl.)DCHINkAPIN native
COCO Corylus cornuta Marsh. HAZEL native
CONU Cornus nuttallii Aud. PACIFIC DOGWOOD native
CRDO Crataegus douglasii Lindl. BLACK HAWTHORN native
DRYOP Dryopteris sp. WOOD FERN native
GASH Gaultheria shallon Pursh SALAL native
GYDR Gymnocarpium dryopteris (L.) Newm.OAK FERN native
HODI Holodiscus discolor (Pursh) Maxim.OCEAN SPRAY native
OPHO Oplopanax horridum (Smith) Miq. DEVILS CLUB native
POMU Polystichum munitum (Kaulf.) Pres'SWORD FERN native
PREM Prunus emarginata (Dougl.) Walp. CHERRY native
PTAQ Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn BRACKEN FERN native
RHMA Rhododendron macrophyllum G. DonPACIFIC RHODODENDRON native
RHOC Rhododendron occidentalis (T.& G.)WESTERN AZALEA native
RHPU Rhamnus purshiana DC. CASCARA native
RIBR Ribes braceteosum Dougl. STINKING CURRANT native
RISA Ribes sanguineum Pursh RED CURRANT native
ROGY Rosa gymnocarpa Nutt. BALDHIP ROSE native
RUPA Rubus parviflorus Nutt. THIMBLE BERRY native
RUSP Rubus spectabilus Pursh SALMON BERRY nativeTable 10.
Acronym
SALIX
SYAL
VAME
VAOV
VAPA
Herbs
ACRU
ACTR
ADBI
ANDE
ANLY
ANMA
ARCA
ARMA
ASCA
ASRA
BOMA
BROMUS
CAAN
CAREX
CASC
CHLE
CHME
CIAL
CIAR
CLUN
COCA
COHE
COLA
COMA
continued
Latin Name
Salix sp.
Symphoricarpos albus (L.) Blake
Vaccinum membranaceum Dougl.
Vaccinum ovatum pursh
Vaccinum parvifolium Smith
Actea rubra (Ait.) Willd.
Achyls triphylla (Smith) DC.
Adenocaulon bicolor Hook.
Anemone deltoidea Hook.
Anemone lyalli Britt.
Anaphalis margaritacea (L.) B. &H.
Aralia californica Watson
Arenaria macrophylla Hook
Asarum caudtum Lindl.
Aster radulinus Gray
Boykinia major Gray
Bromus sp.
Cardamine angulata Hook.
Carex sp.
Campanula scouleri Hool.
Chrysanthemum leucan.themum L.
Common Name
WILLOW
SNOW BERRY
BIG HUCKLEBERRY
EVERGREEN HUCKLEBERY
RED HUCKLEBERRY
BANEBERRY
VANILLA LEAF
PATHFINDER
THREELEAF ANEMONE
LYALL'S ANEMOME
PEARLY EVERLASTING
SPIKENARD
STARWORT
GINGER
ROUGH-LEAVED ASTER
SIERRA BOYKINIA
SOFT BROME
TOOTHWORT
SEDGE
HAIRBELL
OX-EYE DAISY
Orgin
native
native
o-g assoc
native
o -g assoc
native
o-g assoc
o-g assoc
o-g assoc
native
native
native
native
o-g assoc
native
native
native
native
native
native
exotic
Chimaphila menziesii (R.Br.)Spreng.PRINCE'S PINE o-g assoc
Circea alpina L. ENCHANTER'S NIGHTSHADE native
Cirsium arvense (L.) Scop. CANADA THISTLE exotic
Clintonia uniflora (Schult.) Kunth,BEADLILY o-g assoc
Cornus canadensis L. BUNCHBERRY native
Collomia heterophylla Hook. VARIED-LEAF COLLOMIAnative
Coptis laciniata Gary GOLDTHREAD o-g assoc
Corallorhiza maculata Raf. CORAL ROOT o-g assocTable 10.
Acronym
CYSC
DIFO
DIHO
DIPU
EBAU
ELGL
EPAN
EPMI
EQTE
FESCUE
FRVE
GAAP
GAOR
GATR
GOOB
HECO
HIAL
HOLCUS
HYPO
HYTE
IRTE
LAMU
LIBO
LICO
LICOL
LOCI
LOHI
LOPU
LUCA
LUPA
LUPIN
LUZUL
continued
Latin Name Common Name
Cystis scoparius (L.)link SCOT'S BROOM
Dicentra formosa (Andr.) Walp. BLEEDING HEART
Disporum hookeri (Torr.) Nicholson FAIRYLANTERN
Digitalis purpurea L. FOXGLOVE
Eburophyton austiniae (Gray) He11erGHOST ORCHID
Elymus glaucus Buckl.
Epilobium angustifolium L.
Epilobium minutum Lindl.
Equisetum telmateia Ehrh.
Fescue sp.
Fragaria vesca L.
Galium aparine L.
Galium oreganum Britt.
Galium trilorum Michx.
Goodyeara oblongifolia Raf.
Hemitomes congestum Gray
Hieracium albiflorum Hook.
Holcus sp.
Hypopitys montropa Crantz.
Hydrophyllum tenuipes Heller
Iris tenax Dougl.
Lactuca muralis (L.) Fresen.
Linnea borealis L.
Listera cordata (L.)R.Br.
Lilium columbiana Hanson
WILD RYE
FIREWEED
WILLOWHERB
HORSETAIL
GRASS
STRAWBERRY
BEDSTRAW
OREGON BEDSTRAW
BEDSTRAW
RATTLESNAKE ORCHID
GNOME PLANT
HAWKWEED
VELVET GRASS
PINESAP
WATERLEAF
WILD IRIS
BLUE LETTUCE
TWINFLOWER
TWAYBLADE
TIGER LILIY
Lonicera ciliosa (Pursh) DC. HONEYSUCKLE
Lonicera hispidula (Lindl.) Dougl. HAIRYHONEYSUCKLE
Lotus purshiana (Benth.) Clements&CSPANISH CLOVER
Luzula campestris (L.)DC. WOODRUSH
Luzula parviflora (Ehr.)Desv. WOODRUSH
Lupine sp. LUPINE SP.
Luzula sp. WOODRUSH
Orgin
exotic
native
o-g assoc
exotic
o-g assoc
native
native
native
native
exotic
native
native
native
native
o-g assoc
o-g assoc
native
exotic
o-g assoc
native
native
native
o-g assoc
o-g assoc
native
native
native
native
native
native
native
nativeTable 10.
Acronym
LYAM
MADI
MAMA
MICA
MIDE
MIOV
MOSI
MOUN
NEPA
OESA
OSCH
OXOR
PEFR
PLFI
POA
PRVU
PYPI
QUILL
RAUN
RHDI
RUCR
RULA
RULE
RUNI
RUUR
SACR
SADO
SCAC
SCMI
SCRIPUS
SE JA
SETR
continued
Latin Name Common Name
Lysichtum americanum Hulten & St. JSKUNK CABBAGE
Maianthemum dilatatum (Wood)Nels&MaLILY OF THE VALLEY
Madia madioides (Nutt.) Greeene WOODLAND TARWEED
Mitella caulescens Nutt. STAR-SHAPED MITELLA
Mimulus denatus Nutt. TOOTHED MONKEY FLOWER
Mitella ovalis Greene FRINGECUP
Montia sibirica (L.) Howell MINER'S LETTUCE
Monotropa uniflora L. INDIAN PIPE
Nemophila parviflora Dougl. SMALLFLOWER NEMOPHILA
Oenanthe sarmentosa Presl. WATER PARSLEY
Osmorhiza chilensis H.&A. SWEET-ROOT
Oxalis oregana Nutt. OREGON OXALIS
Petasites frigidus (L.) Fries COLTSFOOT
Pleuricospora fimbriolata Gray FRINGED WINESAP
Poa sp. BLUEGRASS
Prunella vulgaris L. SELF HEAL
Pyrola picta Smith ALPINE PYROLA
Eleocaris sp. QUILL
Ranunculus sp. BUTTTERCUP
Rhus diversiloba T.& G. POISON OAK
Rumex crispus L. DOCK
Rubus lacinatus Willd. BLACKBERRY
Rubus leucodermis Dougl. BLACK RASPBERRY
Rubus nivalis Dougl. SHINYLEAF BLACKBERRY
Rubus ursinus Cham. & Schlecht. TRAILING BLACKBERRY
Sanicula crassicaulis Poepp. PACIFIC SANICLE
Saturejea douglasii (Benth.) Brig. YERBA BUENA
Scripus acutus Muhl.
Scripus microcarpus Presl.
Scripus sp.
Senecio jacobea L.
Senecio triangularis Hook.
HARD-STEM BULLRUSH
BULLRUSH
BULLRUSH
TANSY RAGWORT
ARROWLEAF GROUNDSEL
Orgin
o-g assoc
native
native
native
native
native
native
o-g assoc
native
native
native
o-g assoc
native
o-g assoc
exotic
native
o-g assoc
native
native
native
exotic
exotic
exotic
o-g assoc
native
native
o-g assoc
native
native
native
exotic
nativeTable 10.
Acronym
SMRA
SMST
SOOL
STAM
STCO
STME
SYMO
SYRE
TEGR
THMO
TITR
TOME
TRLA
TROV
URDI
VAHE
VESE
VICIA
VEVI
VIAM
VIGL
VISE
WHMO
XETE
continued
Latin Name
Smilicina racemosa (L.) Desf.
Smilicina stellata (L.) Desf.
Sonchus oleracus L.
Streptopus amplexifolius (L.) DC.
Stachys cooleyae Heller
Stachys mexicana Benth.
Symphoricarpos mollis Nutt.
Synthyris reniformis (Dougl.) Bent
Tellima grandiflora (Pursh) Dougl.
Thermopsis montana Nutt.
Tiarella trifoliata L.
Tolmeia menziesii (Pursh) T.& G.
Trientalis latifolia Hook.
Trillum ovata Pursh
Urtica dioica L.
Vancouveria hexandra (Hook.) Morr.
Veronica serpyllifolia L.
Vicia sp.
Veratrum sp.
Vicia americana Muhl.
Viola glaubella Nutt.
Viola sempervirens Greene
Whipplea modesta Torr.
Xerophyllum tenax (Pursh) Nutt.
Common Name Orgin
FALSE SOLOMON'S SEALo-g assoc
STARRY SOLOMON'S SEALo-g assoc
COMMON SOW THISTLE exotic
TWISTED STALK o-g assoc
STINKING MINT native
MEXICAN STINKING MINTnative
CREEPING SNOWBERRY native
hSNOW-QUEEN native
FRINGCUP native
YELLOW LUPINE native
COOLWORT o-g assoc
PIGGY BACK native
STARFLOWER native
WESTERN TRILLUM o-g assoc
NETTLES exotic
INSIDE-OUT FLOWER o-g assoc
THYME-LEAVED SPEEDWELL native
VETCH
FALSE HELLEBORE
VETCH
STREAM VIOLET
VIOLET
WHIPPLEVINE
BEARGRASS
native
native
o-g assoc
o-g assoc
native
o-g assoc
o-g assoc
native= species occurring inOregon prior to European settlement.
exotic= species not beleived to haveoccurred in Oregon prior to Europeansettlement, native to Europe, Asiaor Africa.
old-growth associate= species beleivedto occur more frequently in forestsover 200 years in age.52
Discussion
The original question posed in this researchwas; Does
manipulation of the overstory alter the understory
vegetation communities? Results of this study provided mixed
results in answer to this question.
Overall, thinning did not increase the similarity of
the understory vegetation community ofyoung stands to that
of old-growth stands. The herb layer responded to thinning
by increased overall richness, whereas the shrubcover
responded with increased cover as compared to old growth
stands. Unthinned (undisturbed young stands) and old-growth
stands were similar to one another, thinning createda
different understory, one with more shrubcover and more
herb species than in either the old-growthor unthinned
stands. Diversity as indicated by the Shannon Diversity
Index of the stands, was not changed by thinning,so in that
sense old-growth, unthinned and thinned stands were very
similar.
My finding that shrub cover increased with thinning
deviated from the findings of other studies. Other studies
noted that herb cover responded to thinning, not shrubcover
(Witler, 1975; Long, 1977). Witler (1975) noted that the
shrub cover did not increase with thinning, but that the
cover of the herb layer increased in response to thinning.
Witler's study included several treatments at onlyone53
location in the Oregon Coast range. This studywas of
thirty-nine stands across two mountainranges, is more
encompassing.
Shrubs increased in cover due to thinning, yet showed
no clear relationship to intensity of thinning. Many of the
understory species are clonal perennials. Thinning destroys
some plants, however generally many remain to propagate and
spread (Alaback & Tappeiner, 1989). The occurrence ofa
shrub on a thinned plot is most likely a function of its
occurrence in the stand before thinning (Wilter, 1975;
Pickett & White, 1985; Grime, 1979).
Changes in the cover data reflected the overall
structure (proportional relationship of the species to each
other) of the stand. Based on cover data the greatest
similarity is in the unthinned and old-growth stands.
Species occurred in the same relative cover values toone
another. This could be a function of lack of disturbance in
these stands. An effect of thinning in these stands isa
change in the relative abundance of the species to each
other. Change may be reflective of changes in species
dominance within the plant communities due to thinning.
Salal (Gaultheria shallon) was one of the dominant shrub
species (occurrence greater than 25% of the plot inany one
type) in this data set and occurred in all three stand
types. Salal in the thinned stands had a mean cover value of
24% vs. 7% in the old-growth and 12% in the unthinned.
Occurrence of salal was higher in the thinned stands (82%)54
than in the old-growth (65%) and unthinned (72%). Oregon
Grape and swordfern, the two other dominant species in the
shrub layer showed similar cover and frequency values in all
three stand types.
The herb layer in the thinned stands had greater
species richness but lower total cover. Spies (1993) noted
in his study of young, mature and old-growth forests that
understory richness was highest in old-growth stands.
Thinned stands had more species in this study. This may be
attributable to increased habitat diversity caused by
disturbance during the thinning (Pickett & White, 1985).
Patterns of herb response can be quite site specific (Gilham
& Turril, 1993) and higher diversity of understory plants
may be attributable to their greater sensitivity to small-
scale environmental variation (Perry, 1994).
Low evenness indices were indicative of patchy
distribution in understory vegetation. Patchiness increases
variety in habitats and helps explain the increase in herb
richness. It could also explain the presence of old-growth
associates in the unthinned and thinned stands. Observed
vegetation patterns seen in a stand, ranged from closed
canopy areas with a few herbs to open canopies with dense
shrubs. Closed canopy, unthinned second-growth stands were
typical in having little understory vegetation, yet dense
patches of shrubs and ferns were present in gaps (Tappeiner
& Alaback, 1989; Alaback, 1982; Alaback & Herman, 1988).
Thinned stands demonstrated greater patchiness, reflecting55
the natural variation of the stands.They occasionally
showed signs of past logging. Skid trails varied frombeing
dense patches of salal to nearly bare ground witha few
herbs.
The lack of difference in the diversity indicesmay
indicate that the magnitude of the disturbancecreated by
thinning was not large enough in thisecosystem or at this
regional scale of sampling to affect the overalldiversity
of the stands. Larger landscapes bufferthe effect of
disturbance on habitat diversity (Pickett& White, 1985). At
the plot level, there wasmore variation than at stand
level, and this may be related to individualssensitivity to
random events and small-scale site variation(Halpern,
1988). Smaller scale life forms (suchas lichen and mosses)
and annual herbs can respondmore dramatically and in less
time to disturbances (Pickett & White,1985; Kimmins, 1987).
The lack of exotics may be attributableto the sampling
method. Sampling only the interior of the standmay have
severely reduced the number of exoticspresent. Keeping the
plots well away from the roads probably reducedthe number
of exotics sampled as many of the exoticspecies are spread
by vechicles or air-born seed. Exotics observedat theses
sites were generally immediately adjacentto roads, with few
more than a tree length in the stand. As exotic species
present in these stands were mainly functionas early
succession species, the successional stage and shadingin
the stands may have already caused most exotics todrop out56
or prevented them from establishing in the first place
(Halpern, 1988). The degree of disturbancein this type of
thinning may not have been enoughto create sites for exotic
or early successional species tocome into these stands
(Pickett & White, 1985).
The presence of species generally associatedwith old-
growth in the younger standsmay simply be in matter of the
patchiness of these stands, creatinga variety of
microhabitats. Old-growth associatesare defined was species
occurring more frequently in stands olderthan 250 years
(Thomas, 1993). As many of the old-growthassociates were
long-lived perennials, theirpresence in the unthinned and
thinned stands may be dependenton whether they occurred in
the stands in the past. All of theold-growth associate
species expect for Vaccinum membranaceumoccurred in the
younger stands. A number of old-growth associates didoccur
more often in old-growth stands. Several of the speciesthat
had their highest occurrence in old-growthwere also found
by Spies (1991) in his study ofyoung, mature and old-growth
unmanaged stands to have higheroccurrence in old-growth
stands. Spies found that Vaccinummembranaceum had the
highest occurrence values in old-growthas did herb species
Achlys triphylla ,Clintonia uniflora, Cornus canadensis and
Tiarella trifoliate.
The DCCA ordination of the frequency(occurrence) data
(Figure 3) showed that the thinned and unthinnedstands
overlapped and occupied a separate portion of thearray from57
the old-growth. This indicated that thinned and unthinned
stands are very similar. The old growthstands did not
overlap the young stands in thearray, which indicated that
the older stands differed in patterns of community
composition. The strongest correlates to axisone are the
LAI measures. The LAI measurements, which quantify the
amount of light to penetrating canopy layersare a measure
of the canopy structure of the stand. The correlationto the
LAI values reflected the differences in thecanopy structure
between the layers. Axis two correlates to theage of the
stands and climate data. Theoccurrence of understory
species was largely influenced by the structure ofthe
canopy (LAI), age of the stand and climate.
In the array of the ordination of the frequency data of
the entire data set, old-growth stands grouped togetherwith
one unthinned stand also occupying that portion of the
array. This stand, U28 had a few remnant (or legacy) old-
growth trees, high basal area (400) anda moderate number of
trees per acre (91). The understory community composition
more resembled old-growth than the other unthinned stands in
that it had low occurrence of Gaultheria shallon, Pteridum
aquilinum and low overall number of species (32). Further
research is warranted in this type of stand.
Several of the stands that occurred in the southern
most end of the area (T25,U26,and T27; Big River area)
sampled did not ordinate with the rest of the thinned and
unthinned stands. There were several other stands in the58
same geographic area, but these stands ordinated with the
rest of the unthinned and thinned stands. The Big River
stands stay together through several different ordinations
of the data. In the separate ordinations of the herb and the
shrub data, the Big River stands appeared together in the
arrays. Only in the ordination based on cover values, did
this group not segregate out. Based on the available data it
was not apparent why these stands ordinated in a different
portion of the array.
The DCCA analysis based on the cover data yielded a
pattern in which the samples of the three stand types were
co-mingled on the array, with a large area of overlap
indicating that the species composition of the three types
were very similar (Figure 4). Ordination done on the cover
data stresses species dominance within the plant community
(Dr. Mclntrye pers. comm.). Species in the section of the
ordination shared by the three types are the more dominant
in the forest. The first axis showed very weak correlations
to any of the variables, indicating that other environmental
factors than those considered, form a gradient on the first
axis. The second axis was correlated to all of the weather
factors, indicating that climate was an important factor
determining species ranges and dominance in the plant
community at a particular site.
The ordination of the shrub layer showed a pattern
reflective of the pattern of the occurrence array of the
shrub and herb layers combined (Figure 5). This indicated59
that the shrub layer played a strong part in determining
patterns of the ordination. The first axis of the shrub
layer ordination was correlated to aspect as was the herb
layer, which indicated that aspect was important in
determining the shrub community of a stand. Stands sampled
with northern aspects were wetter and had more cover and
higher frequency than south slopes. The second axis was
correlated to similar factors as the first axis of the
occurrence ordination of the shrub and herb layer combined,
which may explain the similar separation of the polygons
between the two ordinations. Patterns of the shrubs were
determined by the canopy (as measured with the leaf area
indicies) and climate. The ordination patterns of the shrub
composition differed little between the unthinned and
thinned stands, whereas the old-growth occupied a different
portion of the array. Again as in the ordination of the
frequency data stand U28, appeared in the old-growth portion
of the array, as this stand had some characteristics of old-
g--wth.
The ordination of the herb layer showed a pattern of
the three types overlapped, yet a number of the samples are
not included in a area of overlap (Figure 6). Several of the
old-growth stands (055, 052, and 051) could be separated
into different polygons. The separation of the these stands
appeared to occur along axis one, which was correlated to
the aspect of the stands. Examination of the aspects of the
stands revealed that stands with similar aspects did not60
occur near one another. The separation must have actually
occurred based on axis two, which was not correlated toany
known factors. The only apparent difference in old-growth
stands 055 and 052 was in their low occurrence of oxalis.
Stand 051 occurred in an area of very high rainfall. As in
the ordination on sample frequency (figure 3) stands T27 and
U28 appeared in a portion of the array away from the rest of
the thinned and unthinned stands and once again it is not
discernable from the data as to why.
The understory plant community is determined by local
patterns of resource availability interacting with species
adaptations and other biotic interactions in determining
establishment and species dominance at any point in a
stand's successional development (Tilman, 1984;1985 in
Perry, 1994). At any one point in time or space, species
composition changes, yet in the larger context of the forest
or landscape, it can be fairly constant (Perry, 1994).
Small-scale habitat variation can influence regeneration
patterns beneath intact canopies, however,and in the absence
of major disturbance, these regeneration patterns shape the
species composition of the future forest (Grubb, 1977 in
Perry, 1994).61
Conclusion
Based upon my research, the followingresponse occurs in
Coast Range and Cascade forests:
1.) Shrub cover increased with thinningas compared to
unthinned and old-growth stands.
2.) Thinning increased the species richness of the
stands, without increasing the number of exotics.
3.) Diversity was not altered by thinning. Old-growth,
thinned and unthinned stands did not differ in
diversity values.
4.) Patterns of community composition in thinnedstands
were more similar to unthinned equivalent stands than
to nearby old-growth.
As in any management, defining the desired goal is what
determines the treatment. If the goal is to maintainhigh
understory species richness and plantcover in younger
stands, then it appears that thinning may bea viable way to
achieve this goal. If the goal is to maintain oldgrowth
structure in the understory, then not thinning (or leaving
legacy trees) may be the way to achieve this goal.However,
species competition will be different in second growththan
in old growth and may ultimately result ina different
understory plant community than found in present day old
growth due to different influences over time.
This study provides insight into the effects of
thinning on the understory plant communities for forest62
managers. Yet, it raises more question than it answers. More
study into the autecology of forest understory species,
identifying the guilds present in the plant communities,
which species are the keystones and what the thresholdsare
influencing the plant communities are some of the directions
future research could take.63
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Appendix Figure Al. Ordination of species basedon occurence
(frequency) data of the entire data set. Species plotted in
relationship to their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2. Four letter
species acronyms are used to show species positions.(see
Appendix table A for the names corresponding to the species
codes).5
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Appendix Figure A2. Ordination of species based oncover
(abundance) of the entire data set. Species plotted in
relationship to their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2.
Four letter species acronyms are used to show species
positions. (see Appendix table A for thenames corresponding
to the species codes).5
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Appendix Figure A3. Ordination of species based on occurence
(frequency) of the shrub layer data only. Species plotted in
relationship to their scores on DCA 1 and DCA 2. Four letter
species acronyms are used to show species positions. (see
Appendix table A for the names corresponding to the species
codes).500
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Appendix Figure A4. Ordination of species basedon occurence
(frequency) data of the herb layer data only. Species
plotted in relationship to their scoreson DCA 1 and DCA 2.
Four letter species acronyms are used to show species
positions. (see Appendix table A for thenames corresponding
to the species codes).600
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Appendix BTable
stand
label
B. LAI
canopy
LAI
values
tall
LAI
and climate data for each stand.
smalltotalannual July
LAI LAI rainfall maximum
(cm) temp(C)
July
mimimum
temp
January
maximum
temp
Jan
mim
temp
Basal
area
051 6.4 0.1 0.7 7.2 305 24 9 7 -1 347
052 7.2 0.2 0.5 7.9 142 26 10 7 0 440
053 6.3 0.5 0.5 7.3 254 24 10 8 -1 440
054 6.0 0.6 1.3 7.9 183 28 10 8 -1 276
055 6.9 0.4 0.9 8.2 122 27 10 7 0 320
057 6.4 0.1 0.8 7.3 183 28 10 8 -1 249
058 6.9 0.2 0.7 7.9 122 28 10 4 0 376
TO1 5.0 0.2 1.0 6.2 203 24 9 7 -1 144
T05 5.0 1.0 1.9 7.9 142 26 10 7 0 210
T07 5.2 0.3 1.8 7.3 142 26 10 7 0 258
T09 7.3 0.7 0.8 8.8 142 26 10 7 0 328
T11 6.9 1.1 1.1 9.1 142 26 10 7 0 256
T13 4.7 0.4 1.0 6.2 305 24 9 7 -1 253
T15 4.7 1.4 0.5 6.6 254 24 10 8 -1 227
T17 4.9 0.6 1.4 6.8 254 24 10 8 -1 272
T21 5.2 0.3 1.7 7.2 122 27 10 7 0 124
T23 5.1 0.2 1.8 7.0 122 27 10 7 0 132
T25 6.4 0.2 0.7 7.3 122 27 10 4 0 178
T27 6.3 0.2 1.4 7.9 122 27 10 7 0 248
T33 4.9 0.2 1.5 6.6 183 28 10 8 -1 184
T35 3.8 0.4 2.3 6.4 203 24 9 7 -1 106
T37 2.0 0.4 2.7 5.2 142 28 10 4 0 126
T39 5.9 0.7 1.3 7.8 122 28 10 7 0 126
UO2 5.8 0.1 1.0 6.2 203 24 9 7 -1 236
U06 4.5 0.5 2.1 7.1 142 26 10 7 0 289
U08 5.7 0.3 0.7 6.7 142 26 10 7 0 311
U10 5.4 1.1 0.7 7.3 142 26 10 7 0 290
U12 5.4 0.4 1.9 7.6 142 26 10 7 0 412TableC. continued.
standcanopytallsmalltotalannualJuly July JanuaryJanBasal
label LAI LAI LAI LAI rainfall
(cm)
maximum
temp(C)
mimimum
temp
maximum
temp
mim
temp
area
U14 5.4 0.1 0.6 6.1 305 24 9 7 -1 328
U16 4.5 0.9 0.8 6.2 254 24 10 8 -1 380
U18 5.1 0.5 1.5 7.0 254 24 10 8 -1 325
U22 5.8 0.0 1.4 7.3 122 27 10 7 0 360
U24 6.3 0.5 0.9 7.6 122 27 10 7 0 188
U26 7.7 0.4 0.6 8.7 122 27 10 4 0 312
U28 7.5 0.3 0.8 8.4 122 27 10 7 0 400
U34 5.7 0.2 1.7 7.6 183 28 10 8 -1 258
U36 7.1 0.2 0.2 7.6 203 24 9 7 -1 260
U38 4.4 0.3 1.7 6.4 142 28 10 4 0 288
U40 5.4 0.3 1.3 6.9 122 28 10 7 0